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Technische Informationsbibliothek = 
German National Library of Science and Technology
> Founded 1959
> German National Library for all areas of engineering as 
well as architecture, chemistry, information technology, 
mathematics and physics
> National assignment: Provision of literature and 
information in the specialist subject areas for research 
and development in universities and external university 
research facilities and industry




> Budget 2007: € 27 Mio
> Revenues: € 3,9 Mio
> Staff: 192,1 FTE
> Stock:
> 6  Mio volumes
> 18.000 current journals (paper)







… bis Zimbabwe von Australien
von Argentinien
… bis China






> We are service providers for the sciences, 
research, teaching and industry
> We create values as we support our 
clients in increasing their competitivity
> We take an active role in research and 
development quality control 
> We help to secure Germany‘s position as 
a prime location for science and industry
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Vision - 2008
Both nationally and internationally, the TIB is the 
most successful specialist library for technical 
and natural scientific literature and information 
provision





> National partner in international networks
> Partner for national information provision
> Cooperation partner for professional 
associations, information institutions, 
publishers and libraries




> Provision of fulltexts
> Document delivery
> Interlibrary Loan
> Nearly 2000 orders per day (negative tendency)
> Portals
> Non-textual Materials
> Input for commercial databases
> IT-Services
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Cooperation of the „Zentralen Fachbibliotheken“
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„Zentrale Fachbibliotheken“
> Technische Informationsbibliothek (TIB)
Hannover
> Engineering and architecture, computer science, chemistry, mathematics, 
physics
> Deutsche Zentralbibliothek für Medizin (ZB MED)
Köln und Bonn
> Medicine, health care, nutrition, environment, agriculture science
> Deutsche Zentralbibliothek für 








> Subject portal for science and technology
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Treffer anzeigen – Fachsuche Technik
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> Special features
> Special databases: Beilstein, Gmelin
> Special Tools:  Structure search, 3D-Models, 
Product catalogues
> Special content: Professional training, 
calendar of conferences
GetInfo – Special Services
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Services
















GetInfo – Special features for chemistry



















































> … unnecessary duplication of research efforts
> The verification of results becomes difficult
> Large amounts of research funds are spent every 




> … a persistent identifier that allows global access
to the data sets and all relevant metadata
> To enabling citations of data
> To encourage good scientific practice
> To acknowledge scientific work
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Primary Data Registration
> The German National Library of Science and 
Technology (TIB) is now established as a „non-
commercial“ DOI-registration agency for 
scientific primary data as a member of the 
International DOI Foundation (IDF).
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Digital Object Identifier (DOI)
> The DOI system is a worldwide system for persistent and 
actionable identification and interoperable exchange of 
intellectual property on digital networks;
> A DOI name is made up of two components, the prefix and 
the suffix; 
> The value of the DOI system lies in its combination of 










This DOI name can be resolved (and the data can be accessed) 





(after installing a browser plugin)
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Scope
> The TIB registers primary data worldwide from a 
scientific, technical or medical background. 
> So far over 450,000 datasets have received a DOI 
name.
> Furthermore TIB registers any scientific or technical 
content that is a result of community funded research 
in Europe. 
> The storage, maintaining and evaluation of the 
contents lies with the content providers (institutions, 
















































































Thank you very much for your
attention
uwe.rosemann@tib.uni-hannover.de
